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Abst ract - -We construct correction coefficients for high-order trapezoidal quadrature rules to 
evaluate three-dimensional singular integrals of the form, 
D v (x, y, z) dx dy dz, J (v) = X/x 2 + y2 + z 2 
where the domain D is a cube containing the point of singularity (0, 0, 0) and v is a C °o function 
defined on R 3. The procedure mployed here is a generalization to 3-D of the method of central 
corrections for logarithmic singularities [1] in one dimension, and [2] in two dimensions. As in one and 
two dimensions, the correction coefficients for high-order trapezoidal rules for J(v) are independent 
of the number of sampling points used to discretize the cube D. When v is compactly supported 
in D, the approximation is the trapezoidal rule plus a local weighted sum of the values of v around 
the point of singularity. These quadrature rules provide an efficient, stable and accurate way of 
approximating J(v). We demonstrate he performance of these quadratures of orders up to 17 for 
highly oscillatory functions v. These type of integrals appear in scattering calculations in 3-D. © 2005 
Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -Quadratures ,  Coulomb potential~ Trapezoidal rule, Correction coefficients, Boundary 
corrections. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The evaluation of integrals of the form, 
D v (x, y, z) dx J (v) = X/'x2 + y2 + z 2 dy dz, (1) 
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where v is a C ~¢ function defined on Ra, and the domain D is a cube containing the point (0, 0, 0) 
of singularity, is an important part in the numerical solution of several mathematical models 
in applied mathematics. Examples include the evaluation of the Coulomb potential, and the 
Lippmann-Schwinger integral equations for the scattering problem of the Helmholtz equation 
in 3-D (see [3], for example). A stable, accurate, and efficient evaluation of the integral (1) is 
essential to such applications. Stable, high-order quadratures based on the trapezoidal rule are 
available [1,2] for one- and two-dimensional integrals of logarithmic singularities. In this paper, we 
will extend the results of [1,2] to three dimensions to construct high-order, corrected, trapezoidal 
rules for integrals of 1/r singularity. In particular, we will calculate the correction coefficients for 
the Coulomb potential for quadratures of order up to 17. 
An important feature of these quadrature rules is that they remain stable for arbitrary high- 
orders. Furthermore, the corrections to the trapezoidal rule involves a weighted sum of a few 
values of v, where the weights, or the correction coefficients, are independent of the number of 
uniform points to discretize D. 
2. ANALYT ICAL  APPARATUS 
We will denote by D = [al, bl] x [a2, b2] x [a3, hal, a cube that contains the point (0,0, 0). 
Let v : R 3 --~ ]~ be a C °¢ function. Let 
f (x,y,z)  = 
Our goal is to approximate the integral, 
v(x,y,z)  
V/X2 + y2 + z 2 
J (v) =- JD f (x, y, z) dx dy dz, 
(2) 
(3) 
with a corrected trapezoidal rule. We first discretize D with a uniform grid containing n points 
on each side. Let h = (bl - al)/n be the distance between sampling points, and discretize D 
with the (n + 1) a uniformly distributed grid points, 
Pi,j,k = (a] + ih, a2 + jh, a3 + kh), i, j, k -- 0, . . . ,  n. (4) 
We will assume that (0, 0, 0) is one of the grid points. Denote by Th(g) the trapezoidal rule on 
the grid points {P~,j,k} for the integral of g on the cube D. We formulate Th(g) as three iterated 
trapezoidal rules in one dimension, 
Th (g) = h 3 Sk + ~ 
\k----1 
(5) 
where 
where 
n-1  
1 (Wo,k + W~,k), 
j= l  
for k = 0 , . . . ,n ,  (6) 
n--1 1 p, 
wj,k = ~ g(P~,j,k) + ~(g(0,j,k) + g(p~,j,k)), for j, k = 0 , . . . ,  n. (~) 
i=1  
As it is well known, for the function g with m continuous derivatives and if g is periodic in the 
cube D, or if g is compactly supported in D, then, it follows from the Euler-Maclaurin summation 
formula [4] that Th(g) converges at the rate, 
fDg(x,  z) dxdydz -Th(g)=O(hm) ,  (8) Y, 
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otherwise, the rate is at most O(h2). Since f in (2) is not periodic and also singular at (0, 0, 0) 
in D, the accuracy of trapezoidal rule for f will be no higher than second-order. Corrections are 
required to improve its rate of convergence, and there will be two type of corrections. 
(i) A boundary correction to compensate for the nonperiodicity of f. 
(ii) A singular correction to compensate for the singularity of f at (0, 0, 0). 
These corrections will be presented in the next section. 
Finally, in this section, we will introduce notation necessary for the singular correction. We 
extend the set of grid points {P~j,k}, with (0, 0, 0) as a grid point, from the cube D to the whole 
space, 
G = {h(pi,P2,P3) ]Pi,P2,P3 E Z}. (9) 
Partition G into groups as follows. Two grid points P = h(pl,P2,P3) and Q = h(qi, q2, q3) belong 
to the same group if (IPil, IP21, IP31) is a permutation of the entries of (Iqil, Iq21, lq3]). Thus, 
h(-4, 2, -1) and h(-2, 1, -4) belong to the same group. Each group contains exactly one grid 
point h(pl,p2,p3), such that pi >_ p2 -> p3 >_ 0. Such group will be designated as the S th group, 
where s is given by the formula, 
s=I+Pa+P2(P2+I)2 + pl(Pi+l)(pl+2)6 (10) 
We will denote the s th group by Gs or by G(pl,p2,p~). For example, the group G3 is G(1,],0) = 
h{=E(1, 1, 0), =i=(1,0, 1), =t=(0, 1 1), ±(-1,  1, 0), +(-1,  0, 1), :i=(0, -1,  1)}. Finally, to each group 
G(pi,p2,pa) , we associate the unique monomiai, 
gs ( x, y, z) = x2pi y2p2 z 2pa . (11) 
3. CORRECTION ON THE BOUNDARY 
AND ON THE S INGULARITY  
The corrected trapezoidal rule requires two type of corrections. The first correction occurs on 
the boundary of the domain D. This correction is used when v of (1) is nonperiodic. The other 
type of correction is required for the singularity of f at (0, 0, 0). 
3.1. Boundary  Correct ion 
Boundary correction for the trapezoidal rule for a smooth function u defined on R i is introduced 
in [1]. Let m be a positive odd integer. To obtain (m + 1)th-order corrected trapezoidal rule 
for the integral of u over the interval [a, b], the (m - 1)/2 boundary correction coefficients ~n, 
= 1,. . . ,  (m - 1)/2 were so constructed and available in [1] that 
f bu(x) - T~m (u) = (hm+i), (12) dx 0 
where T~m (u) is the corrected trapezoidal rule defined by the formula, 
(m-1)/2 
T~.~ (u) = Th (u) + h E ~'~ [u (a + eh) - u (a - lh) + u (b - eh) - u (b + ~h)], (13) 
l= l  
where Th(u) is the trapezoidal rule for u over [a, b]. 
Boundary correction for the trapezoidal rule (5) in three dimensions requires applications 
of (13) to each of the three iterated trapezoidal rules (5)-(7), namely, 
1 (so + s . )  + - + - , (14)  (g) = h S. + 
Lk=l ~=I 
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where 
n-1  
j= l  
(m--1)/2 
~=1 
(15) 
for k = - (m - 1 ) /2 , . . . ,  n ÷ (m - 1)/2, where 
(,~-1)/2 
÷E 
n-1  
1 
Sj,k = ~ g(Pi,j,k) + ~ (g (Poj,k) + g (P~,j,k)) (16) 
i=1 
~7,  [g (P~,j,k) - g (P-e,j,k) + g (P~-~,j,k) - ~ (P.+~,~,k)], (17) 
for j, k = - (m - 1 ) /2 , . . . ,  n + (m - 1)/2. It follows (12) that 
fag y, z) - T~ (g) = (is) (x, dx dy 0 (hm+l) , 
for a function g smooth in R 3. 
The boundary corrected trapezoidal rule T~ (g) evidently consists of the regular trapezoidal 
rule in D, plus a weighted sum of values of g at grid points close to the boundary of D. Specifically, 
letting rh = (m - 1)/2, we observe that the correction takes place in the region in between the 
boundaries of the cubes D+ and D_ defined by the formulae, 
D+ = [al - rhh, bl + ff~h] × [a2 - ~hh, b2 + rhh] x [a3 - rhh, b3 + rhh], (19) 
which is rhh bigger than D in each of the six directions, and 
D_ = [al + rhh, b 1 - rhh] x [a2 + rhh, b2 - rhh] x [a3 + rhh, b3 - rhh], (20) 
which is rhh smaller than D in each of the six directions. 
3.2. The S ingu lar  Correct ion  
In this section, we briefly describe the structure of the singular correction and its properties. 
Denote by T~,z.~(g) the punctured trapezoidal rule (with boundary correction tim), which is 
defined as T~.~(~), where ~(0,0,0) = 0 and ~(x,y,z) = g(x,y,z) otherwise. That is, T~,~..(g) 
is T~.~ (g) without the term g(0, 0, 0). The singular correction handles the 1/r singularity of f 
at (0, 0, 0) with correction terms to T~,~ (f) which involve values of f ,  or equivalently v, near 
(0, 0, 0). Specifically, we will determine a vector of k correction coefficients c k = (c l , . . . ,  Ck), and 
introduce the correction, 
) W~ (v) = h 2 cs v (plh, p2h, p3h) , 
h (Pl ,P2 ,Pa) E G8 
(21) 
so that 
J (V)= T~,,~,~, (f)-~- W~nk (v)Jr-0 (hmin(m+l'3+2p)), 
where p is the largest integer, such that 
1+ p(p+I ) (p+2)  <k. 
6 
(22) 
(23) 
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In order to achieve correction order 3 -}- 2p in (22), it is necessary that m > 2 + 2p. Our numerical 
experiments show that the minimum number k of singular correction coefficients required for the 
order 3 + 2p is k = 1 + p(p + 1)(p + 2)/6. 
The integer p represents how big the cube is centered at (0, 0, 0) in which the singular correction 
is made. In fact, the correction is made on all grid points inside the cube (-ph, ph) 3, plus the 
six points in the group, 
Gk =G(p,O,o)=h{(p,O,O),(-p,O,O),(O,p,O),(O,-p,O),(O,O,p),(O,O,-p)}. (24) 
The correction coefficients C l , . . . ,  ck turn out to be independent of h, v, and D. 
Table 1. Coefficients c } for singular correction, k = 1, 2, 5, 11, 21, and 36. 
k = 1, order 3 k = 21, order 11 k = 36, order 13 
2.8372974794806194d0 2.4977059222113198d0 2.4901699758604408d0 
4.7029213963583333d-2 4.6995185663802273d-2 
1.0344788437860604d-2 1.1917160047308766d-2 
k=2,  order 5 3.0165624240210453d-3 3.6938292038942132d-3 
2.5707012007622260d0 -1.2233027684575767d-2 -1.3823708042537450d-2 
4.4432713119732245d-2 -1.0887621484471296d-3 -1.5708502129973096d-3 
-2.0034340728380282d-4 -3.1042999130599025d-4 
1.6378920708618497d-5 3.2150755773374175d-5 
k=5,  order 7 -1.6981446258138220d-6 -2.3495938732111686d-6 
2.5246043664786263d0 -9.6935376715392431d-7 -2.0855893635633170d-6 
4.8288092888521335d-2 1.9532277398509537d--3 2.7598822060954849d-3 
4.4412003526431039d-3 9.2007095719003397d-5 2.2751280263461964d-4 
1.0502116040950373d-3 2.0929772886144643d-5 5.4723541561772746d-5 
-6.4552568989354138d-3 -2.0748465398333193d-6 -6.4540053169006219d-6 
-5.5759469682872780d-8 -2.4802840158714341d-7 
3.3989742520961856d-8 1.4619674819066270d-7 
k=ll,  order 9 2.7616279643796488d-7 1.4144206371935132d-6 
2.5080332563416668d0 5.5196204492729147d-8 2.7954118662295116d-7 
4.7454653898806215d-2 -1.7133256886429878d-ll -3.6628943558662237d-9 
8.0333024935227222d-3 2.4723622364945123d-10 .9275570928049344d-9 
2.1111456599223117d-3 -1.7464315969189043d-4 -4.1928605997269804d-4 
-1.0027257755063530d-2 -1.6702217651855080d-5 
-5.2538305779505930d-4 -4.0939263373480345d-6 
-8.2697388766012712d-5 3.8784893882245946d-7 
2.2763158521795009d-6 -7.8753154547228972d-9 
-1.0204646126156202d-6 -1.4690630542325484d-8 
-3.0598576921206386d--7 -9.7364870266294922d-8 
1.0007675064902432d-3 -1.8392536745505386d-8 
3.7877592841236093d-10 
-1.1180628853556417d-10 
6.5115831011157839d-9 
1.1282284035136306d-9 
-5.5471246392532401d-ll 
6.7657818279084598d-12 
-5.7812510793040507d-13 
3.2689718211747776d-5 
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3.3. Computat ion  of  the Singular Correct ion Coefficients 
To compute the first k singular correction coefficients c k, we replace v in equation (22) by g8 
of (11) in D = [-1, 1] 3. The corresponding function f in (2) is denoted by f~. Negating the error 
term in (22), we solve the k linear equations, 
J (gs) = (•)  + W2k (gs), s = 1 , : . . ,  k, (25) 
for c k -- (cl , . . .  ,ck). 
The system of equations (25) is extremely ill-conditioned, and to obtain the correction coef- 
ficients with no less than 16 digits, we used the LU decomposition with pivoting in extended 
precision arithmetic of 100 digits. The calculations were carried out in a Fortran based mul- 
tipreci~ion environment (see [5]). Our results show that the number k of singular correction 
coefficients of interest are of the form k = 1 + p(p + 1)(p + 2)/6 in order to obtain an order of 
convergence of 3 + 2p, where p >_ 0. 
In our numerical calculation, we chose m = 41, h = 1/60 or less. We found that the coeffi- 
cients c k obtained, for h = 1/60 agree with those, for h = 1/80 to at least 16 digits for various k 
values 1, 2, 5, 11, 21, 36, 57, and 85. 
The singular correction coefficients are tabulated below for k -- 1, 2, 5, 11, 21, and 36, giving 
rise to orders of convergence between 3 and 13. 
4. NUMERICAL  TESTS 
One interesting application of the quadrature rules (22) is the integration of functions of the 
form f (x ,  y, z) = v(x, y, z ) /x /x  2 + y2 + z 2 where v is smooth and highly oscillatory. This situa- 
tion is found for example in the Lippmann-Schwinger equation in 3-D that models the scattering 
of acoustic waves with large wave numbers in an inhomogeneous medium of compact support 
(see [31). 
To test the quadratures defined in (22), we present an example with a function that is highly 
oscillatory on the cube D = [-~r, 7r] 3, 
v (x, y, z) - sin (30 ) 
30r ' 
and where 
r=v/x  2+y2+z 2. 
Tab le  2. Re lat ive  er rors  produced by  app ly ing  the  quadratures  (22) to  the  funct ion  
f (x ,  y, z) = v(x, y, z) /r ,  with  r = X/x 2 + y2 q_ z 2, and  v(x,  y, z) = sin(3Or)/(3Or). 
Here the  domain  of  in tegrat ion  is the  cube  D = [-Tr, lr] 3, and  n 3 is the  number  of  
equa l ly  spaced gr id  po ints  used to d iscret ize D.  
Order  
1 
3 
5 
7 
9 
11 
13 
15 
17 
n = 100, Re lat ive  Er ror  n ---- 160, Re lat ive  Er ror  
7.5 × 10 -1  3.1 × 10 -1  
4.6 x 10 -2  6.9 x 10 -3  
8.6 x 10 -3  5.3 x 10 -4  
3.1 x 10 -3  8.3 x 10 -~ 
1.3 x 10 -3  1.5 x 10 -5  
5.9 x 10 -4  3.2 × 10 -6  
2.8 x 10 -4  6.9 x 10 -7  
1.3 x 10 -4  1.5 x 10 -7  
7.1 x 10 -5  3.6 x 10 - s  I 
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In the example, the function v oscillates 30 times on the interval [-Tr, lr]. The minimum 
requirement to resolve each oscillation is to discretize with at least two points per wavelength, 
which amounts to 60 points on each side of the cube [-~r, ~r] 3. Table 2 shows the relative errors 
obtained with the quadratures (22) for various orders, and for n = 100 and n = 160 where n 3 grid 
points are required to discretize D. Except for a method of order 1 (where there is no correction 
at all), in the example, we used a value of m for boundary correction that  satisfies m > 2 + 2p, 
so that  the order of the method is 3 + 2p, for p > 0. 
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